Forward-thinking, quality-built video inspection
solutions to meet the needs of all budget types
and application requirements
trio-vision.com

G

et the job done easily with the Cobra Technologies brand of reliable,
proven “workhorse” mainline inspection systems from Trio-Vision LLC.
The Cobra line’s simple, powerful design makes it a favorite of
contractors and municipalities alike. A new, more consistent

design/build approach is making maintenance easier and total cost of ownership
lower for all products in our Cobra line.
Paired with our easy-to-use, PACP/LACP Certified AssetDMS touchscreen technology
data collection software, you’ll always have the right system to go where you need and
do the job your customers and communities expect, all while maximizing productivity
and profits.

Our Story
For more than 20 years, Cobra Technologies equipment has proven to
be reliable and easy to operate. Our USA-based factory in Smyrna,
Georgia (metro Atlanta) has a long history of designing and
manufacturing rugged, hardworking, durable equipment backed
by exceptional after-sales support and service.
Our “workhorse” mainline inspection systems and Cobra
portable units have been designed by quality engineers,
ensuring the performance you need and the cost
effectiveness you desire.
Whether you are a municipal entity or a contractor,
our goal is to supply a system that can help you
achieve your goals.

òò If your goal is footage, our systems
were designed with plenty of power
and weight to go the distance.

òò If your goal is more time inspecting
and less time maintaining, our
rugged reliable systems are for you.

òò If your goal is efficient data collection,
analysis and management, we have
PACP/LACP Certified software.

This brochure features product highlights. To learn more details about any of
these products’ features and benefits, please visit our website
at www.trio-vision.com.

V9 Pan-Tilt-Zoom
Camera
Cobra’s Pan & Tilt Zoom Camera is designed and
built to operate in the most rugged and hostile
environments. Adequare lighting is critical for a
quality image, and the camera is equipped with
LED directional Luxeon Star Illuminator lighting
technology, which offers an unmatched image
quality that eliminates the need for auxiliary

ò 40X zoom

ò 100% solid state circuitry

ò Automatic iris lens with manual override

lights in pipe sizes up to 72″.

C601 Crawler
Our Cobra C601 multi-conductor
6-wheeled brass crawler is rugged
and compact enough to inspect
relined 6″ pipe and up.
òò Joystick crawler controls for operational simplicity

òò Single rear-mounted swivel connector

òò Speeds to 60 feet per minute

òò Integrated 512 Hz sonde

òò Forward/reverse speed control, all-wheel-drive

òò Brass construction

C801 Mainline Crawler
Our “workhorse” crawler is designed for

automatic freewheel clutch which makes

maximum daily footage. Our unique,

this crawler superior in performance.

powerfully engineered C801 has an

Designed to operate in 8″ pipe and larger.

òò Forward, Reverse and Automatic
Freewheel

òò Single, rear-mounted stainless steel
swivel connector

òò Lowering/retrieval harness included
òò Quick and simple wheel changes
òò 4-wheel drive with long-lasting
maintenance-free drive belts

òò Our C800 crawler is industry
compatible; can be installed with any
US-made multi-conductor system

King Cobra...track or
wheels on demand!
The King Cobra rules the world of storm drain
inspection with its unique steerable track or wheel
choice to give you the right configuration for the
inspection conditions, on demand, in the field.
òò Inspect lines 18″ and
larger
òò Variable speed

òò Rear-mounted swivel
connector
òò Powered camera lift

C1806 Steerable Storm Crawler
Cobra Technologies Steerable Crawler can
employ a unique track system or wheels,
depending on your pipe conditions. This unique
and powerful crawler is designed to inspect
storm drains 18″ and larger.

òò 360 Degree joystick-controlled
òò Variable speed

òò Remote elevator enables
larger pipe inspections

Long-Reach TISCIT Sonar System
Cobra has developed the ability to provide sufficient power at the end of the cable to operate lights, camera, sonar and a steerable
crawler on a single video cable. The single cable significantly improves production in the field as well as simplifying cable
management. Cable lengths available up to 6,000 ft.

òò Used with crawler or raft/float

òò Optional collapsible float available
òò Single cable system

òò Sonar Sediment Reports*

òò Inspect lines 18″ and larger
òò Variable speed

òò Rear-mounted swivel connector
òò Powered camera lift

òò Shown with the PTZ V9 40X Zoom Pan & Tilt Camera, giving
operators maximum versatility and power to go the distance

*requires AssetDMS full license

Simple. Powerful. Robust.
We developed our data collection process specifically to enable the user in the field
to collect data without having to manage multiple screens and complex database
software programs. A simple touchscreen interface makes the use of AssetDMS more
second nature than work.
òò Compatible with a wide range of manufacturers’ CCTV systems
òò PACP/LACP/MACP certified by NASSCO

òò Import/Export from ANY certified PACP/LACP/MACP database

òò Compatible with Microsoft Windows® 10 Pro operating system
òò Intuitive design and self-guiding prompts

òò No need to remember any PACP/LACP/MACP codes
òò NASSCO Conditions photos provided for reference

òò Designed to minimize data entry in the field and improve accuracy

Powerful, Industry-Leading Analysis Capabilities
Data without analysis is just numbers. At AssetDMS, we’ve built in powerful analytical capabilities, allowing the user to filter and
cross-reference the data extensively by date/condition/geography/codes and a whole lot more, to drive informed and
accurate decision-making.

Built-in data verification and
validation assures accurate
and complete data entry
saving time and money.

Video Recording Screen

PACP Reference Photos for Defect Codes

for more details visit trio-vision.com or assetdms.com

Vehicle-Mounted Systems
Cobra offers all makes and models of
custom-built inspection vehicles such
as Sprinter, Transit, Hi-Cube, Extended
Cargo and Step Vans, as well as Trailers
and ATVs. Every client vehicle is a
custom project, beginning with the
highest quality structural and electric
installation standards.
We can include any features and
equipment installs desired, including
your choice of: bathroom; seating;
lighting; flooring (Safety Walk,
stainless steel, etc.); multiple storage
configurations; exterior access doors;
heating, cooling and ventilation systems;
wash-down stations; and power options
(batteries, generators).

We pay
special
attention to
designing for
operator comfort,
efficiency and
safety

trio-vision.com

Our vehicle control rooms are
engineered for maximum operator
comfort, efficiency and ergonomic
support. We include thoughtful
design features such as:

òò Simple all-in-one control—our
state-of-the-art controller houses
the power control unit, operates the
camera, crawler, reel and gantry
òò Easy electronics access

òò Glare reduction and elimination

òò Ample additional electronics and
storage space

Just like our control rooms, our
equipment areas are designed for
maximum durability and optimum
operator efficiency:

òò Structural strength – Marine quality
cabinetry, your choice of wall and
ceiling construction materials
òò Accommodation – Toolboxes,
retractable hoses, soundproofing,
documented wiring diagrams,
rear monitors, choice of reels and
power systems

òò Productivity – Efficient movement,
rotating electronics racks for easy
access to connections

Camera and Tractor Accessories
We offer an expansive line of accessories
to extend the functionality and potential
applications of our Cobra Technologies
product line, including an array of

ò Cables
ò Controllers

ò Specialty Wheels
ò Enhanced Lighting
ò Poles
ò Batteries

ò Generators
ò Floats

ò Cable Drums
ò Access Tools

ò Storage & Carrying Units

After-sales support and service
Call toll-free or email to reach our experienced, dedicated customer service staff, who
are here to help you with

òò Technical support for equipment
or software
òò Replacement parts
òò Service and repair

òò Product manuals

òò Warranty information

òò Loaner units while yours are being
serviced or repaired
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